
 

Dent to Aye Gill Pike This rewarding walk has spectacular views of the Howgill Fells 
(below), the Three Peaks of Yorkshire, and Dentdale. 
 

 
 
Start: Dent car park (GPS: SD 703 871) 
Distance: 10.5km (6.5 miles) 
Highest point: 556m (Aye Gill Pike summit) 
Time: Allow 3 to 4 hours 
Grade: Difficult 
Notes: This route has sections with no obvious path, so a map and navigational skills are 
required. There are short sections on quiet roads where care should be taken, and the 
route can be boggy in places. There are toilets, a village shop, café and pubs in Dent. 
Other options: For a more challenging experience, follow this route in the opposite 
direction, beginning with the very steep climb up to Aye Gill Pike. 

 
1. (GPS: SD 704 870) Turn left out of the car park and walk through the cobbled 

village centre. Leave the village on this road and pick up the riverside path for the 
Dales Way on your left, just before the river Dee. Follow this path until you reach 
the tarmac road. 

 
2. (GPS: SD 700 873) Turn right along the road and pick up the Dales Way again on 

your right, continuing along the river to the road at Barth Bridge. 
 

3. (GPS: SD 694 878) At the road turn right. Walk along here for a short distance 
(approx 150m) and turn up the small tarmac lane on your right. Continue along this 
quiet lane for approximately 1km, until reaching Lunds Farm. 

 
4. (GPS: SD 694 887) At the entrance to Lunds Farm turn left and continue through 

the cobbled yard. Pass through the gate and continue up the narrow, walled, grassy 
track.  

 
5. (GPS: SD 694 892) Continue through the double gates. Look out for the little brown 

walker on a circular sign on the wooden post here, which tells you that you are now 
entering Open Access land. Continue along the wall side to the stile. 



 
6. (GPS: SD 694 898) Go over the stile. From here you can see the Howgill Fells in 

the north-west. Turn right, keeping the wall on your right side as you continue. 
 

7. (GPS: SD 706 895) Go over the next step-stone-stile to continue the steady ascent, 
still keeping the wall on your right. Continue over the next three wall crossings until 
you reach the trig point at the summit of Aye Gill Pike. 

 
8. (GPS: SD 720 886) The well earned views at the summit of Aye Gill Pike include 

the Three Peaks of Yorkshire in the south-east, with Whernside being the nearest, 
Ingleborough peeping out from behind it, and Pen-y-ghent in the far distance. 
Directly south is Great Coum, next to it in the south-west lies Calf Top, and directly 
north is Baugh Fell. From here cross the stile towards Dentdale and then head back 
parallel to your route to the trig point (with the fence and wall on your right this 
time), heading west for approx 300m. 

 
9. (GPS: SD 717) Go over two timber-step-stiles and then begin the steep descent 

down the field and back into the valley bottom, with a superb birds-eye view of Dent 
village as you go. 

 
10.  (GPS: SD 713 879) Go through the gate at the bottom of the field and follow the 

permissive path, keeping the stream on your left as you descend through the 
traditionally managed farmland to Shoolbred Farm.  

 
11.  (GPS: SD 711 874) On reaching the house do not go through the farm yard, but 

cross the ford on your left and swing right on the footpath to meet the farm track, 
which brings you out onto the road. Turn right and walk along the road back into the 
village. 



 


